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What’s

PubMed provides access to MEDLINE, the 
National Library of Medicine’s premier 
bibliographic database containing citations 
and author abstracts from more than 5,600 
biomedical journals published in the United 
States and in other countries. 
You can search by some keywords such as  
author name, journal name, etc. 
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Get access to PubMed

Click
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Ⅰ. Find from Keywords
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e.g.)

《Keywords》
・Japan ・Pemphigus
・Incidence
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I want to read the 
literature about
“the incidence of 

pemphigus in Japan”

Find from keywords



②Click “Search”

① To search PubMed, enter the key  concepts 
in the search box. Also, you can enter 
combinations of terms, including subjects, 
journals and author names.
【Tips】
・ Be specific.
・ Use no punctuation (e.g., no quotation marks).
・ Use no operators (e.g., AND)
・ Use no tags. 

e.g.)
Enter keywords 『Pemphigus Incidence Japan』 in the search box.
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Find from keywords



Number of results

1.

3.
4. 5.7.

9.
6.

2.

～～～～～～～～～～～～～～～～～～～～～～～～～～～～～～～

③Click the item you want to read

1. Title

2. Author
3. Journal name
4. Published year
5. Volume & Issue
6. Page
7. PMID
8. Free articles
9. Similar articles

8.
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Find from keywords
～How to see the result～



～Check JAMC holdings(E-journal)～

④Click “ (JAMC link)”
7

Find from keywords



⑤Click ”Article” 8

The journal,
“Journal of dermatological science” in 
this example is one of the journals 
purchased by JAMC, so  it can be 
found on the website.

Select Language
Japanese and English only.

～Check JAMC holdings(E-journal)～
Find from keywords

In case of E-journal
CAN read



⑥ Click “PDF”
※the PDF icon depends on publish company.

It is possible to read, print and download the article.
（only one print per article.)
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～Check JAMC holdings(E-journal)～
Find from keywords
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Select Language
Japanese or English.

If the journal is not purchased by JAMC, ”Sorry,
no holdings were found for this journal” will
appear below.
If you want to read this article, you can request it 
through Interlibrary Loan service.

～Check JAMC holdings(E-journal)～
Find from keywords

In case of E-journal 
CANNOT read



Ⅱ. Find from
specific citation
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I want to read this 
cited literature.

e.g.)

《Source》 CIRCULATION JOURNAL 78(7) :1684- ,JUL 2014
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Find from specific citation



Find from specific citation

①Click “Single Citation Matcher”
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②Fill out the Date, and details. （Not necessary to fill out all fields.）

《source》 CIRCULATION JOURNAL 78(7) :1684- ,JUL 20141. 2. 3.

③Click “Search”
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If you want to search by author name, fill in 
the blank of Author name.
If you want to limit only first author, check 
the box of “Only as first author”.

Find from specific citation



Number of results
In this case, the search result was only 2 items.
If you retrieved too many citations, please go back to the 
previous page, and fill out some more fields.

1. Title
2. Author
3. Journal name
4. Published year

5. Volume & Issue
6. Page
7. PMID
8. Free articles
9. Similar articles

1.

3. 4.

2.

5.7.
8.

6.

③Click the item you want to read

9.
Literature cited
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～How to see the result～

④How to check the holdings (includes E-journal) of JAMC ⇒cf. p. 7-10 

Find from specific citation



Ⅲ. Filter your results
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Filter your results

e.g.)
By searching the keywords of
“Insulin Lispro type 2 diabetes”.

Search results⇒453 Items

It’s hard to read all of 
453 items!!
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Filter your results

If you have a large number of search results,
you can filter them from left side box.
（ Only the most popular filters display by default.）

Click “Show additional filters” to view more options.
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I want to read the 
literature published in 
the last 5 years.
And it’s better to be 
able to read it by free.

453 items⇒53 items
※If you click the filter on left side, 
it will automatically display the 
results.

Filter your results
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Ⅳ. Print and save
your results
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～How to print all results～
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To print the results, use 
browser print function.

⇒Print

Click ”印刷” or “Print” on your browser.

Print and save your results



①

③

①Click the check box on the left of the results you want to print.

②Click “Format: summary▼”
③Select Format.（Only sorted articles will be displayed).

④Print from the browser print function（cf. p.21） 22

Print and save your results
～How to print only selected results～

②



①Click the check box on the left of the results to be saved. 
②Click “Send to”.
③Choose a destination.
④Click “Create File”.

①

②

③

④

☆The data can be saved to your flash drives , or on your computer.
☆ If you need to export to your bibliographic software, select “Citation manager”. 23

～How to save the results～
Print and save your results



～How to bulk printing or saving the items you only want to read～

①

②

③

④

① Click the check box on the left of the results to be saved. 
② Click “Send to”
③ Select “Clipboard”
④ Click “Add to Clipboard”

☆The Clipboard can collect up to 500 citations.
☆The Clipboard will be lost after 8 hours of inactivity. 24

Print and save your results

You need to save the items you want to 
read into Clipboard first, and then you can 
bulk printing or saving items from the 
clipboard.



“Item in clipboard” 
will appear in your 
search results.
If you have saved 
same items, they 
will automatically 
deleted.

①To check the data saved on clipboard, click “Clipboard : **items” on top right.
（In this case, 2 items） you can see how many items you saved on clipboard.

①

☆To print the data from clipboard⇒cf. p.21
☆To save the data from clipboard⇒cf. p.23 25

Print and save your results
～ How to check the items saved on clipboard ～



Ⅴ. Types of Text Links
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Types of Text Link
・Links can get access to “Open access” Journals directly.

（Links of frequently used journals)

・Links can get access to E-journal JAMC purchasing directly.
（Links of frequently used journals)

・JAMC Link can check the holdings of JAMC. ⇒cf. p.7-10
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